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Early settlement[ edit ] Paleo-Indian people inhabited areas near Detroit as early as 11, years ago including the
culture referred to as the Mound-builders. British negotiations with the Iroquois would both prove critical and
lead to a Crown policy limiting the west of the Alleghenies settlements below the Great Lakes , which gave
many American would-be migrants a casus belli for supporting the American Revolution. The raids and
resultant decisive Sullivan Expedition reopened the Ohio Country to westward emigration, which began
almost immediately, and by white settlers were pouring westwards. Later settlement[ edit ] Ste. Clair River ,
Lake St. Clair and the Detroit River. By , its population was up to 2, and it was the third-largest city in the
Province of Quebec. The flag of Detroit reflects its French colonial heritage. Descendants of the earliest
French and French Canadian settlers formed a cohesive community, who gradually were replaced as the
dominant population after more Anglo-American settlers came to the area in the early 19th century. Living
along the shores of Lakes St. Clair, and south to Monroe and downriver suburbs, the French Canadians of
Detroit, also known as Muskrat French , remain a subculture in the region today. They shortened the name to
"Detroit". In defeat, France ceded its territory in North America east of the Mississippi to Britain following the
war. Following the American Revolutionary War and United States independence, Britain ceded Detroit along
with other territory in the area under the Jay Treaty , which established the northern border with Canada. A
river warehouse and brick chimneys of the former wooden homes were the sole structures to survive. Detroit
surrendered without a fight to British troops during the War of in the Siege of Detroit. The Battle of
Frenchtown January 18â€”23, was part of a United States effort to retake the city, and American troops
suffered their highest fatalities of any battle in the war. Detroit was finally recaptured by the United States
later that year. It was incorporated as a city in Woodward was followed, featuring grand boulevards as in
Paris. Many went across the Detroit River to Canada to escape pursuit by slave catchers. Most notable among
them was the David Whitney House located at Woodward Avenue , which became a prime location for
mansions. During this period some referred to Detroit as the Paris of the West for its architecture, grand
avenues in the Paris style, and for Washington Boulevard, recently electrified by Thomas Edison. Strategically
located along the Great Lakes waterway, Detroit emerged as a major port and transportation hub. In , a
thriving carriage trade prompted Henry Ford to build his first automobile in a rented workshop on Mack
Avenue. During this growth period, Detroit expanded its borders by annexing all or part of several
surrounding villages and townships. With the rapid growth of industrial workers in the auto factories, labor
unions such as the American Federation of Labor and the United Auto Workers fought to organize workers to
gain them better working conditions and wages. The labor activism during those years increased influence of
union leaders in the city such as Jimmy Hoffa of the Teamsters and Walter Reuther of the Autoworkers. The
city became the 4th-largest in the nation in , after only New York City , Chicago and Philadelphia , with the
influence of the booming auto industry. The prohibition of alcohol from to resulted in the Detroit River
becoming a major conduit for smuggling of illegal Canadian spirits. The Great Migration brought rural blacks
from the South; they were outnumbered by southern whites who also migrated to the city. Immigration
brought southern and eastern Europeans of Catholic and Jewish faith; these new groups competed with
native-born whites for jobs and housing in the booming city. Detroit was one of the major Midwest cities that
was a site for the dramatic urban revival of the Ku Klux Klan beginning in It was defeated after numerous
prosecutions following the kidnapping and murder in of Charles Poole, a Catholic Works Progress
Administration organizer. A total of 49 men of the Black Legion were convicted of numerous crimes, with
many sentenced to life in prison for murder. Some European immigrants and their descendants feared black
competition for jobs and housing. The federal government prohibited discrimination in defense work but when
in June , Packard promoted three blacks to work next to whites on its assembly lines, 25, whites walked off the
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job. Over the course of three days, 34 people were killed, of whom 25 were African American. Detroit
manufacturers such as Packard and Hudson merged into other companies and eventually disappeared. As in
other major American cities in the postwar era, construction of an extensive highway and freeway system
around Detroit and pent-up demand for new housing stimulated suburbanization; highways made commuting
by car easier. It was the last line of what had once been a mile network of electric streetcars. In at peak times,
a streetcar ran on Woodward Avenue every 60 seconds. The metro Detroit area developed as one of the most
sprawling job markets in the United States by the 21st century, and combined with poor public transport,
resulted in many jobs beyond the reach of urban low-income workers. In June , Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
While the civil rights movement gained significant federal civil rights laws in and , longstanding inequities
resulted in confrontations between the police and inner city black youth wanting change. Longstanding
tensions in Detroit culminated in the Twelfth Street riot in July The result was 43 dead, injured, over 7,
arrests, and more than 2, buildings destroyed, mostly in black residential and business areas. Thousands of
small businesses closed permanently or relocated to safer neighborhoods. The affected district lay in ruins for
decades. The NAACP argued that although schools were not legally segregated, the city of Detroit and its
surrounding counties had enacted policies to maintain racial segregation in public schools. The NAACP also
suggested a direct relationship between unfair housing practices and educational segregation, which followed
segregated neighborhoods. Supreme Court took up the case February 27, Bradley decision had nationwide
influence. Some people were leaving at that time but, really, it was after Milliken that you saw mass flight to
the suburbs. If the case had gone the other way, it is likely that Detroit would not have experienced the steep
decline in its tax base that has occurred since then. After taking office, Young emphasized increasing racial
diversity in the police department. Following the failure to reach an agreement over the larger system, the city
moved forward with construction of the elevated downtown circulator portion of the system, which became
known as the Detroit People Mover. Buyers chose smaller, more fuel-efficient cars made by foreign makers as
the price of gas rose. Efforts to revive the city were stymied by the struggles of the auto industry, as their sales
and market share declined. Automakers laid off thousands of employees and closed plants in the city, further
eroding the tax base. To counteract this, the city used eminent domain to build two large new auto assembly
plants in the city. The Renaissance Center , a mixed-use office and retail complex, opened in This group of
skyscrapers was an attempt to keep businesses in downtown. Despite the Renaissance Center and other
projects, the downtown area continued to lose businesses to the automobile dependent suburbs. Major stores
and hotels closed and many large office buildings went vacant. Long a major population center and site of
worldwide automobile manufacturing, Detroit has suffered a long economic decline produced by numerous
factors. The peak population was 1. Following suburbanization, industrial restructuring, and loss of jobs as
described above , by the census, the city had less than 40 percent of that number, with just over , residents.
The city has declined in population in each census since The city was left with a higher proportion of poor in
its population, reduced tax base, depressed property values, abandoned buildings, abandoned neighborhoods,
high crime rates and a pronounced demographic imbalance. A referendum to allow casino gambling in the city
passed in ; several temporary casino facilities opened in , and permanent downtown casinos with hotels
opened in â€” The park has been cited as one of the best public spaces in the United States. The number of
vacant downtown buildings has dropped from nearly 50 to around Some parts of Detroit are so sparsely
populated that the city has difficulty providing municipal services. The city has considered various solutions,
such as demolishing abandoned homes and buildings; removing street lighting from large portions of the city;
and encouraging the small population in certain areas to move to more populated locations. In , Kilpatrick was
convicted on 24 federal felony counts, including mail fraud , wire fraud , and racketeering , [68] and was
sentenced to 28 years in federal prison. On July 18, , Detroit became the largest U. The following month on
December 11 the city officially exited bankruptcy.
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public schools of Detroit. It is not the product of the labor of a few individuals, but the collective offering of the entire
system. It aims to present for each department a brief.
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